THE WEEK AT A GLANCE
Sunday, 1/16 ~ 14 Shevat
Monday, 1/17 ~ 15 Shevat
Tu BiShvat
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Day
ELC closed; Beth Shalom
Office closed.
Tuesday, 1/18 ~ 16 Shevat

Wednesday, 1/19 ~ 17 Shevat
Thursday, 1/20 ~ 18 Shevat

8:00 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
9:00 am J-JEP, Rodef Shalom
7:00 pm Evening Service, Zoom only (until further notice on Sundays)
8:30 pm Online Parashah Study, Zoom
7:30 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
7:00 pm Evening Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom

ENRICHING LIVES THROUGH COMMUNITY,
LIFELONG JEWISH LEARNING, & SPIRITUAL GROWTH

Shabbat Shirah Shalom!
7:30 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
4:15 pm J-JEP, Classrooms
7:00 pm Evening Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
7:30 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
7:00 pm Evening Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary
7:30 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
4:15 pm J-JEP, Classrooms
7:00 pm Evening Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
7:00 pm Intro to Judaism, in person in the Stofman/Zweig Libraries and Zoom
8:00 pm ELC Committee Meeting, Zoom

Friday, 1/21 ~ 19 Shevat
Candle lighting 5:06 pm

7:30 am Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
6:00 pm Kabbalat Shabbat, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom

Saturday, 1/22 ~ 20 Shevat
Havdalah 6:06 pm

6:30 am Early Shabbat Morning Service, Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary
9:30 am Shabbat Morning Service, in person in the Faye Rubenstein Weiss Sanctuary and Zoom
11:00 am Manny’s Service, in person
3:30 pm Racial Justice Task Force Book Group, in person; location given at registration
5:05 pm Minhah / Discussion / Ma’ariv, in person at Beth Shalom and Zoom

13 Shevat, 5782
This week’s parashah is Beshallah.

Youth Services
Saturday

Shabbat - Friday, January 14, 2021
Candle lighting at 4:58 p.m.
6:00 pm
Kabbalat Shabbat
In person and Zoom from the Faye Rubenstein Weiss
Sanctuary*

No Junior Congregation
this week, January 15

Manny’s Service
11:00 am
In person

Yahrzeits

FOR THE WEEK OF JAN. 15 - 21, 2022

13 - 19 SHEVAT, 5782

The following Yahrzeits will be observed today and in the coming week. This list comprises those dear departed for whom there
are dedicated plaques in our praying spaces, and those for whom contributions have been made to have their names listed here.
Fania A. Abramkina
Sarah Abrams
Freda Alber
Nathan Altshuler
Harry H. Barach
Hannah Blank
Richard Callet
Esther F. Caplan
Kathryn W. Cohen
Benjamin Cramer
James H. Darling
Bertha Davis
Rose Dinovitz
Mendel H. Friedman
Regina K. Friedman
Lorraine Frisch
Chaye H. Garber
Anna Gilden
Rebecca Ginsburg

Goldie S. Glick
Adolph Glick
Anna C. Glick
Gerald Glick
Ida Goldberg
James Goldberg
Sylvia Goldstein
Louis Goldszer
Dennis Goodman
Betty Holstein Gordon
Edna Gordon
Mary Greenberg
Ethel Greenberg
Edward Haber
Reuben Helfant
Mollie Helfer
Alice Henry
Laura Herskovitz
Ruth Jolson

Sarah Kaplan
Pearl Rothstein Karp
Rose S. Kline
Samuel M. Krause
Rabbi Joseph Krickstein
Ernest S. Lampl
Ludwig Landman
Betty Z. Landy
Anna Lazier
Naomi Levenson
Morris Levin
Max Levison
Lillian Levy
Ellis Lichtenstein
Betty Light
Bennett Martin
Miriam Landis Morris
Abraham Morris
Augusta Vera Newman

James Oseroff
Maurice Parker
Abraham Parks
Judah Pilch
Leon Ramo
Miral Ress
Milton Ripp
Bani Rogalsky
Howard I. Rosenberg
Nettie B. Rosenberg
Morris A. Rosenstein
Morris Roth
Sarah Rubenstein
Rita Rubin
Ruth Sarkoff
Esther Weiss Saul
Samuel E. Seiavitch
Irving P. Shire
David Silverblatt

Ethel Simon
Nathan Spanel
Laresa Spector
Norman Speer
Saralee Stein
Harry David Wald
Mendel Watkins
Bessie Weinberg
Arthur Weiner
Joseph Weisband
Lillian G. Weisberger
Samuel A. Weiss
Lionel Wolpert
Peter Young
Clara Zatman
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Shabbat - Saturday, January 15, 2022
Havdalah 5:58 p.m.
6:30 am
Early Shabbat Morning Service
In person and Zoom from the Faye Rubenstein Weiss
Sanctuary*
9:30 am
Shabbat Morning Service
In person and Zoom webcast from the Faye Rubenstein
Weiss Sanctuary*
Grab-and-Go Congregational Kiddush

12:15pm

5:00 pm
Minhah / Discussion / Ma’ariv
In person and Zoom webcast from the Faye Rubenstein
Weiss Sanctuary*

*Please see in-person service attendance
requirements on the next page.
Please refrain from using
personal electronic devices at and in
the synagogue during Shabbat
and holidays.
Thank you.

SHABBAT SHALOM

Rabbi Adelson joins the Officers and Trustees in welcoming all members and guests to our
services. We look forward to seeing you again soon.

C NG EGATI NAL FAMILY
Mazal Tov to:
Grandparents Steve & Sharon Schwartz on the bir th of their fir st gr anddaughter, Ava
Rose, born January 7, 2022, daughter of Marla & Ben Pourrabbani of Los Angeles.
Mimi & Jack Halpern on the engagement of their gr andson Andr ew Zeiger , son of
Howard & Ilene Zeiger of California, to Jennifer Sachs, daughter of Howard & Trish Sachs
of Maryland. Both are medical students at Thomas Jefferson Medical School in Philadelphia. They plan a November 2022 wedding.

Must One Be a Rabbi to Become a Sofer?
One need not be an ordained rabbi to serve as a sofer, but one must nevertheless absorb and deploy a great
deal of knowledge and skill.
A sofer ( )רפוסis a scribe (the female sofer is a soferet) who transcribes onto parchment the words of sifrei
Torah and tefillin and mezuzot. The acronym formed by those works is ST ״M, in Hebrew letters רת״ם,
pronounced “stam,” is used to represent all such scribe work (including the megillot and other holy documents as well).
To serve as a sofer, one must be religiously observant, of good character, and knowledgeable of the pertinent
laws (called sofrut). Not only must one learn to do the writing, but one must learn the zillions of rules that
obtain. (Okay, maybe it is only thousands of rules.) A sofer not only must be able to create, but also to
check over already written texts and repair whatever is needed.
To learn the trade, aspiring soferim apprentice with those who are already established in the field. They are
learning to write in indelible ink on prepared parchment with appropriate blessings and actions.

Thank You to

Gail Neft for sponsor ing the Vir tual Thir d Meal in loving memory of Richard Callet.

olunteer to Help ith
eally, e need Y

The Rabbi’s Assistant answers questions that someone might be too shy to ask.

iddush

Please volunteer to help make the Kiddush happen setup, cleanup, everything in between.
“Kiddush can’t happen without you!”
Please contact Michelle Vines, at 412-421-2288 x113,
or catering1@bethshalompgh.org.

The parchment comes from the skin of a kosher animal. It must be prepared in exactly the right way, which
does not involve “tanning” like we tan leather. Parchment is not tanned, it is raw. That is why we must keep
our scrolls away from moisture; getting it wet would crinkle it up. The preparation begins with a fresh skin
from an animal which would be kosher if one were consuming it if properly slaughtered and kashered. For
this purpose, it need not be kosherly killed (no shehita necessary).
The skin has to be stripped of its flesh and blood and sinew from the inside and its fur from the outside. To
loosen the fur, it is soaked in lime (the chemical, usually calcium oxide, not the fruit). (In prior days they
used animal waste to change the pH of the skin.) Then it is scraped, and rinsed in fresh running water, and
stretched on a stretcher to dry. Subsequently it is sanded smooth. The prepared parchment is called klaf,
which technically refers to the inner layer of the skin, reached after sanding. One wouldn’t want either side
of the klaf to be rough, as it might be tough to write on, or it may rub on the letters of the finished scroll.
Remember that each of the 304,805 letters in a sefer Torah must be perfectly rendered to result in a kosher
scroll. Should one of the letters become chipped or faded, repairs are necessary. When such a flaw is
discovered (or once it happens), the scroll is retired until it has been repaired: repaired by a sofer.
Glad you asked this question! We will study more about this topic in future columns.
We look forward to your questions. We have these columns online at http://bethshalompgh.org/ive-always-wondered/ .

Clergy

Rabbi Seth Adelson, Ext. 115

*Due to the COVID-19 infections in Allegheny County, the Beth Shalom COVID-19 Task Force has
strongly recommended and we have agreed to the following in-person protocol for gatherings.
Effective Friday, December 24, 2021, all individuals that attending in-person gatherings/religious
services at Beth Shalom must be fully vaccinated and must have received, if eligible,
a third dose booster of either the Moderna or Pfizer vaccine.
Everyone must wear a mask, including service leaders. No bandanas or neck gaiters are allowed.
You are required to keep your mask on securely over your nose and mouth
the entire time you are indoors.
 For further description of what is now considered to be “fully vaccinated”
and “properly masked,” please see our email and website.
Please continue to physically distance from others.
It is imperative that everybody follow the stated requirements .
We truly appreciate your patience and understanding during this most difficult time.
Again, all services will continue to be available on Zoom.

OUR LEADERSHIP
Staff

Robert Gleiberman, Executive Director, Ext 226
Dale Caprara, Controller, Ext. 109
Rabbi Andy Shugerman, Development Director, Ext. 317
Alan Kopolow, President, Ext. 106
Rabbi Mark Goodman, Dir. of Derekh & Y outh Tefillah, Ext. 111
Paul Teplitz, Executive V ice President
Rabbi Larry Freedman, J-JEP Director, Ext. 323
Tammy Hepps, Secretary
Lonnie Wolf, Cemetery Director, Ext. 293
Fred Newman, Treasurer
Hilary Yeckel, Early Learning Center Dir., Ext. 290
Roger Zimmerman, V ice President of Finance
Marissa Tait, Dir. of Y outh Programming, Ext. 463
Joseph Jolson, V ice President of Operations
Kristin Zappone, Communications & Marketing Specialist, Ext. 108
Mindy Shreve, V ice President of Member Engagement Audrey Glickman, Rabbi’s Assistant, Ext. 112
Kate Kim, A ssistant J-JEP Director, Ext. 323
Jordan Fischbach, V ice President of Synagogue Life
Pam Stasolla, ELC Assistant Director, Ext. 390
Adam Kolko, V ice President of Y outh
Rosie Valdez, ELC Administrator, Ext. 100
Debby Firestone, Immediate Past President
Michelle Vines, Events Coordinator, Ext. 113
Auxiliary Presidents
Tika Bonner, Receptionist, Ext. 114
Ira Frank, Men’s Club
Amira Walker, Bookkeeper, Ext. 110
Judy Kornblith Kobell, Sisterhood
Harris Jayson, Kadima Y outh Advisor
Maya Zimmerman, USY

Executive Officers
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PA ASHAT BESHALLAH - JAN A Y 15, 2022 - 13 SHE AT 5782
What Jewish tomorrows do you want to assure at Beth Shalom…religious services, education,
youth programs, a caring and compassionate community, a beautiful building for life-cycle events?
Making a legacy gift assures that Beth Shalom will be here for future generations. Joining the
Legacy Circle is easy – simply let us know you are thinking about making a legacy gift to the shul
through your will, trust, retirement plan, life insurance policy or other option and
we are happy to sit down and chat with you about creating your Jewish legacy.
Please contact Rabbi Andy Shugerman, 412-421-2288 Ext. 317,
Ira Frank (natfabira@juno.com) or Mindy Shreve (mindyshreve@gmail.com).

Tammy Hepps at the Sq. Hill Historical Society
February 8, at 7:30 p.m.
Fellow congregant (and Homestead Jewish historian) Tammy Hepps presents “The Chinese
Laundrymen of Squirrel Hill” at the Squirrel Hill Historical Society’s regular February meeting
(generally the second Tuesday of the month).
Tammy will discuss the traumatic dispersion of Chinese laborers after the transcontinental
railroad was built, examining their lives as laundrymen
in context of the microcosm of Squirrel Hill and Homestead.
One-year membership in the Squirrel Hill Historical Society is $15, or $25 per couple.
Worth it just to hear Tammy! For further information see https://squirrelhillhistory.org.
Squirrel Hill - where else would “Sq.” stand for “Squirrel”?

Mega Mission to Israel - June 2022
C
M
M
N
I
T
Y

Join hundreds from Jewish Pittsburgh for a trip of a lifetime!
Space is still available. Further information and registration are at
https://jewishpgh.org/mega-mission/

Je ish Scholarship Service of Greater Pittsburgh
JSS is accepting scholarship applications. Apply today if you are a Jewish high school senior or
student enrolled in an undergraduate, graduate, or technical school with financial need with
residency at least two years in Allegheny, Beaver, Butler, Washington, or Westmoreland County.
All scholarships are distributed on the basis of demonstrated financial need. Depending on
the scholarship fund, other factors such as academic achievement, field of study, school attending,
and Jewish and general community involvement will also be considered. This program is
administered by Jewish Family and Community Services.
First-time applicants must be interviewed. All applications should be submitted as early as
possible to ensure processing. Apply by February 24, 2022. Jfcspgh.org/scholarship

amah Eastern Great Lakes
After a successful Family Camp in 2021, the inaugural “Taste of Ramah” in the Eastern Great
Lakes will open for summer 2022. This ten-day Canada experience (45 minutes outside
Beechwood, Ohio) brings the best of Ramah Canada to the youngest and newest campers, created
specifically for families in our region.
August 9-18, 2022, rising 3rd-5th graders - Early Bird $1,800; after 1/31 $1,900
August 14-18, 2022, rising 2nd graders - $450.
Contact Nessa Geffen, Director, at Nessa@CampRamah.org. www.CampRamah.com

C

ID-19

accine and Booster Benefits

COVID-19 vaccines reduce the risk of people spreading the virus that causes COVID-19, and the
risk of severe illness and death. If you are fully vaccinated, including boosted, you can resume
activities that you did before the pandemic. Learn more about what you can do when you have
been fully vaccinated and the benefits of getting vaccinated.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/vaccine-benefits.html and
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/keythingstoknow.html

Aliyah
ראשון
1st
שני
2nd
שלישי
3rd
רביעי
4th
חמישי
5th
ששי
6th
שביעי
7th
מפטיר
Maftir
Haftarah הפטרה

Verses
Exodus 14:26 - 15:21*
15:22-26
15:27 - 16:10
16:11-27
16:28-36
17:1-7
17:8-16
17:14-16
Judges 5:1 - 5:31 (Sefardic)

Readers
Raffa Rothstein
Theo Rothstein
Irene Kaplow
Ira Rothstein
Debby Gillman
Dave Held
Tammy Hepps
Tammy Hepps
Mark Sindler

Hertz
269
273
274
276
277
278
280
280
283

Etz Hayim
405
412
414
416
418
419
420
421
426

Reader
Ira Rothstein
Ira Rothstein
Ira Rothstein

Hertz
288
288
288

Etz Hayim
432
433
433

*Including Shirat Hayam, the Song of the Sea.

MINHAH - PA ASHAT YIT
Aliyah
Verses
 ראשוןExodus 18:1-4
1st
 שני18:5-8
2nd
 שלישי18:9-12
3rd

Artist / Piece: Kate Lenkowsky: Mir iam’s Song
- an embroidery on pieced cotton fabric - focuses on
the crossing of the Sea of Reeds by the Israelites and
on that same crossing through darkness and terror by
Jews in later generations; on the leadership and faith
of Miriam who encourages the women to pack timbrels in anticipation of celebrating a miracle; and on
the partnership of the Jews with God, requiring that
they step forward despite the risks.
Artist Bio: The discover y that textile crafts, an
avocation since childhood, were an art medium, was
the start of my art career in the 1970s. In 2008,
Indiana University Press published my book, Contemporary Quilt Art: An Introduction and Guide and
in 2015, I began making relief prints, often on cloth.
Printmakers often emphasize line in their art, as do
many traditional and contemporary embroiderers. I
now use embroidered line in much of my art work.
My quilts and prints hang in both public and private
spaces, including Indiana University and Shaarey
Tefilla Synagogue in Carmel, Indiana. I have participated on the juries of national, state, and local
quilt exhibits and co-curated others, including one
at the Indianapolis Museum of Art’s community gallery, and have lectured on contemporary quilts at Baylor University, and the
Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. More art by Kate: https://www.katelenkowsky.com/.
Discussion Questions: 1. Mir iam’s Song is an embroidered textile. What are features of this medium that stand out to you? In what ways is the medium
uniquely suited to be in conversation with the story of Beshallah? 2. Look at the backs of the different figures crossing the Sea of Reeds. What do you notice
about what they are carrying, their dress, their emotional states and their postures? Who do you think these individuals represent and what relationship do they
have with those who have made it to the other side? 3. In different areas, Kate Lenkowsky deliberately inserts a distinct patch from those around. Some have
a corresponding pair found elsewhere in the piece. What were the thoughts behind these artistic choices? Notice her choice of colors. What connotations do
the colors of these distinguished patches have in your own life? 4. The contrast between the dark cerulean depths and the ocean floor mud with the cyan sky
and untouched white sand can be interpreted as different paradigms of growth trajectories. Whether they describe fixed versus unbounded, humanity versus
divine, internal versus external, individual versus planetary, physical versus mental, healing versus elevation, subterranean trauma versus overt healing…
Which of these growth trajectories (or others that you have discovered) resonate with you? Where do you see yourself on this growth trajectory? Where do
you aspire to be by the end of 2022?
The Artist of the Week is brought to us by The Amen Institute, www.TheAmenInstitute.com.

UPCOMING EVENTS

8:30 p.m. Sundays - Dig into the language of the parashah, unpack a difficult section of Tor ah!
https://bethshalompgh.org/online-parashah/

Check the calendar on our website for daily event information
at http://www.bethshalompgh.org
Sunday, January 30, 2:00-3:30 p.m., on Zoom
Join us for an online program as Dr. Rachel Kranson, Director of Jewish Studies at
the University of Pittsburgh, discusses the intersection of Jewish tradition,
the freedom of religion, and America’s legal battles over abortion.
To register, go to ncjwpghevents.org
Sponsored by Dor Hadash, Beth Shalom Derekh, NCJW Pittsburgh, and 73 Forward.

Monday mornings at 9:15 a.m. Rabbi Mark Goodman learns M assekhet R osh Hashanah, a
tractate of the Talmud about the many new years that fill out the Jewish calendar. To join
Talmud Class Google Group, go to http://bethshalompgh.org/mondaytalmud/

Life & Text with Rabbi Mark Goodman, Wednesdays at 12:15 p.m.
A 75-minute class and discussion of Hassidic insights on the weekly Torah portion.
Question and brief discussion focusing on personal growth and life experiences before moving to the
words of great rabbis of 18th and 19th century Eastern Europe.
For information on the class, please see https://bethshalompgh.org/life-text/

The sending of mishloah manot, or delivered portions of food, is one of the
five mitzvot of Purim.
It is derived from the Book of Esther, 9:22, which describes Purim as a
day of “feasting and merrymaking, and as an occasion for sending gifts to
one another and presents to the poor.”
Traditionally speaking, one should send a package, on the day of Purim,
containing at least two different types of food to at least one other person
to fulfill the mitzvah. In a greater sense, the sending of mishloah manot is
a fun, community-centric activity that cultivates a sense of connection
among friends and neighbors and is for many a deep expression of
creativity and culinary talent.

Lending medical devices to persons in need in the Pittsburgh Area. Do you have a medical device
you don’t need? Do you need a medical device? Do you want to volunteer? Contact us!
Please visit http://BethShalomPgh.org/MedicalDevices or contact DerekhCBS@gmail.com.

CHANGE! Next Session is February 8th, 12:00 p.m., by Zoom
The topic this year is
Make a Joyful Noise: Jewish Music Past and Present.
Music saturates Jewish life, from synagogue services to home rituals to
secular Jewish culture. In these five sessions we will cover the basics of Jewish
music: history, influences, composers, and performers.
Rabbi Adelson will play and sing musical examples as much as possible.
Fourth session: Folk and Art Songs
Further information at https://BethShalomPgh.org/Lunch-and-Learn/

Practicing up to lead Musaf? Always loved that tune from Shaharit kedushah?
Listen in now when it isn’t Shabbat!
Rabbi Adelson has recorded prayer services that you would find at Congregation Beth Shalom, and
they are now on our Soundcloud account.
To hear audio recordings of Shababababa, Kabbalat Shabbat, and Saturday morning services,
go to http://bethshalompgh.org/audio-beth-shalom-services/

We have partnered with Maven.
Check out our website for Maven programs that are
available to join.

https://www.BethShalomPgh.org/maven/

Shabbat Afternoons (times vary by sunset)
Relax between Minhah and Ma’ariv each week as Rabbi Adelson leads us in study.
Since we cannot eat in person right now, we are asking for volunteers to sponsor the “meal”
for $100 per week, to provide for ritual necessities such as Torah repair.
Contact Ira Frank, 412-849-2937 or natfabira@juno.com.

We are seeking sponsors for our Shabbat kiddushes, virtual or live!
You can sponsor a kiddush by contacting
Contact Ira Frank, 412-849-2937 or natfabira@juno.com.
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Sisterhood Judaica Shop - Great Gifts
Open by appointment with
Barbara Kaiserman, 412-422-5677
January sale:
Selected Mah Jongg Items — 30% off!
← Also available: Yahrzeit Lights which
plug directly into the wall outlet.

